we are not a oneness we are a wholeness and the sky is as round as our heads
round as the heart of the lion1 because it believes without our heads we live
without our hearts we die2 i am the lion i have always been the lion there in
the center i am the eye i am the eye that gives i am the eye that destroys that
strips me down to my bones were i live as the skeleton that i am the life death
life woman3 that i am birth death rebirth woman that i am birth death birth
repeat say their names give the tear release the ocean from your body and soul
George Floyd was a child once Tamir Rice was a child Laquan McDonald was a
child Trayvon Martin was a child Eric Garner was a child once like you too
living backwards and forwards in time4 because fear is a poor excuse if you are
alive you are at war and we hope our own hearts will outgrow us5 Breonna
Taylor will outlive us Ahmaud Aubrey will sail past us Robert Fuller and
Malcolm Harsch there are thousands more do we pray do we work do we sleep
do we breathe can you breathe is it real can you talk is it possible can you
dance can you live can you come to life Again6 Do we have knowledge Do we
have relief Do we have knowing Do we have faith Do we act Do we wait Do we
whisper do we scream do we feel And how much and for whom and for what
and why and why not it is not a matter of if black men hang themselves from
trees moving moving moving standing up tall my life my beauty in the stream
of one little truth will change your life change or die grow or die as the fruit
bursts from the flower it falls off the tree it is the dirt it grows the flower water
the dirt and flowers last for you baby sweet baby7 there are flowers love cries
or blood8 there is the knowing the waiting the knowing the waiting tears that
come from not knowing and knowing there are thousands more knowing the
way the river water rushes by never to return9 between the beginnings of our
sense of self and the chaos of our strongest feelings10 a primordial place where
must return to or perish between our bodies where there is no place to hide
did you commit to staying alive will you say their names will you march will
you change behind masks where every transformation can unfold as you
adjust yourself to the shifting weights of beautiful things11 existence is not a
mask demand your joy demand change demand peace demand pain demand
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to give your dark scent12 demand excellence it must not be misconstrued as
demanding the impossible13 expose yourself because the duty of your
privilege is absolute integrity14 there as the eye i am invisible i close my eyes i
open my eyes i close them once more what more can i do that is how I survive
painting about survival to survive anything anything is a mirror15 and a mask
cannot substitute your divinity16 the angels the angels the angels we must
remember the angels are here among us showing us the first touch of terror17
the fire the fire the fire it only goes away so long then the rain stops and again
the fire again we have people in cages and they are slaves slaves fighting our
fires18 is it possible to live this life without god when going means going far
when going means returning19 ready or not around and around unwinding the
inhalation of the great breath around and around 20 i have seen them in the
stone canyon de chelly chaco and out west of town21 testaments addressed to
us by our predecessors22 grandma is dying and she doesn’t want calls and we
are all dying and here you are lying between heaven and earth where the air
first touches the ground here at this great edge my skin is living and the breeze
touching it so gently so i feel again i am here right here again thinking how
buildings might be as abstract as the parts of our minds we never see as poems
my mother taking us to Ronchamp holding something in her heart
holding my face so utterly still so utterly focused is this what god is
sit in one place or walk the earth there is no other way evolution is not over23
evolution is every thought is a creation let go or hold on there is no other way
drive seven hours into the desert to see Venus rise in the morning sky by your
side there is no other way all we have is our mind not what we say what we do
out in the burning streets there is no other way the agony and the ecstacy
while peeling beans in the kitchen window hold me against the wall by my
wrists grab me bite me holding me down first here with you then beyond you
then i transcend this one life and i imprint it with my light my shadow my
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presence my absence down down down up up up back forth back forth back
and forth fast yet slow fate its processes accurate and inexorable24 so i shall not
be indifferent i shall pay very close attention how you look at me how you
looked at me how you see me how you hear me breathing in I know I am
breathing in breathing out i know i am breathing out25 and realize all of a
sudden there is no abstraction there is no realism and psyche is image26 and
images are space and I had a dream and it is very clear27 for thirty four years in
this body and it flies and it aches and no matter what you have given me your
life writhing sweating on my face twisting making a soul for the new age who
will live backwards and forwards in time28 bending me twisting me backwards
and forwards bending me so far until I am inside out paintings inside out leave
me there inside out lick me inside out i am here for the inside out from the
inside out you better know it29 you better know the sensuousness you know
you share it while black men are being killed by the thousands black bodies
being starved being poisoned being shot there are thousands more they have
never hated never been afraid never been allowed burn the flags never been
allowed to have dreams not allowed to have dreams burn it all down
and you must be so tired why am i allowed to rest i am so tired you must be
hurting why am i allowed to hurt fist in the air and can’t ever put it down we
learned it from you looting is what you do we learned it from you30 we must
remember not choose to forget that love is only unconditional love you
showed it to me but the kids know only love and fear or only love or only fear
there is only love we will go there where nothing is waiting31 we will not wait a
moment longer i will see with my eyes open i will see with my eyes closed i
will see now that my whole vision is not purely optical32 watch my rituals see
my beauty see my demons see my dreams there are thousands more take my
hand i will be one of the living i will not be one of the undead33 my paintings
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screaming silence the glory of love might see you through34 people are in
cages people are in cages there are people in cages there are people in cages
people are in cages people are in cages and i am lying here staring into the
trees in hell in hell there is heaven35 in my life it is my duty to do everything i
can anything anything less will fail36 i am the vessel i always heard that i was i
will hold your tears i am the guide they always said i was calling myself a
midwife now i will keep pulling life from my body there will be another soul
we will keep walking still walking walking moving not stopping for
100,000,000 years there is lava below me there is infinity above me there is
infinity below me if you want it come get it37 10,000,000,000 years and have
you figured out what it is for38 it alone endures39 and we cant follow it by
gazing at pictures that soothe it or at godlike bodies that restrain it by their
very size40 like the rose it is without why41 i painted the rose again and again
and i am still here with the rose in my mind with all the other inventions of
the mind42 still here with all the other things on the edge of knowing on the
edge like your face your eyes like the space in my mind i have to see it all
through eyes filled with the ocean like you too spilling over spilling over
everything everything matters i think i think you know
my message is my life43
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